GRAPH: A Domain Ontology-driven Semantic Graph Auto Extraction System
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This paper presents sGRAPH – a domain ontology-driven semantic graph auto extraction system used to discover knowledge from text publications in traditional Chinese medicine. The traditional Chinese medicine language system (TCMLs), composed of an ontology schema and a knowledge base containing 153,692 words and 304,114 relations, is used as the domain ontology. The sGRAPH comprises two components: a user interface that interacts with users and the domain ontology-based semantic graph extraction algorithm. This algorithm is divided into five steps: text processing, semantic graph extraction, graph identification, keyword-based semantic graph search and the selectable enrichment to the knowledge base. When the knowledge base of TCMLs is used, the domain-specific words are extracted from sentences more accurately; and the hierarchical structure of the ontology can also be used to help identify the extracted graphs. The algorithm not only can extract relations between words that have already been annotated by relations in the knowledge base but also can predict the relations between words that have never been annotated by relations. The sGRAPH was developed and evaluated by extracting semantic graphs from 2000 publications which predicted 6778 relations that have never been found.
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1 Introduction

Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) has been preferred to provide treatments of diseases and to take care of the health of Chinese people for over thousands of years [1]. A large amount of valuable medical knowledge has been accumulated in text publications. Two methodologies of the knowledge acquisition (KA) from texts are distinguished [2]. The first methodology develops general-purpose natural language processing algorithms to understand the text and to extract concepts and their relations from texts [3-5]. However, TCM is a special domain in which most publications were written in Chinese, even ancient Chinese, that is extremely difficult for computer systems to understand so far. The second methodology relies upon interactions with knowledge
Because of the large amount of manual work undertaken by TCM researchers and engineers over the last ten years, a knowledge base containing 153,692 words and 304,114 relations has been built. TCMLs that has an ontology schema and this knowledge base is used as the domain ontology. Thus the second methodology is more suitable to be used in TCM.

This paper presents sGRAPH that is a domain ontology-driven semantic graph auto-extraction system of the second methodology. It consists of a friendly user interface and an ontology-based semantic graph auto-extraction algorithm. The algorithm is divided into five steps: (1) text processing where TCMLs is used as the dictionary to extract valid domain-specific words, (2) semantic graph extraction, (3) semantic graph identification, (4) keyword-based semantic graph search and (5) selectable knowledge enrichment to the knowledge base. In addition sGRAPH has three technical features:

- It supports highly efficient semantic graph auto-extraction from text documents;
- It supports keyword-based semantic graph search to help users easily browse the extracted graphs;
- It supports knowledge base enrichment using the extracted graphs users select.

The sGRAPH system was developed well. To evaluate its efficiency experiments were run on 2000 publications which produced 7038 relations that contain 6778 relations that have never been found and are good complementary to the knowledge base.

2 Systematic Methodology

As is shown in Fig.1, the sGRAPH comprises two components: the user interface that interacts with users to get documents and to demonstrate the processing results, and the kernel semantic graph extraction algorithm that is to extract latent knowledge from texts automatically, to support keyword-based knowledge search and to enrich the knowledge base using the selected knowledge of users. The algorithm is divided into five steps:

- Text processing: The valid domain-specific words are extracted from a sentence, where TCMLs is used as the domain dictionary to improve accuracy;
- Semantic graph extraction: The frequent-word group is first discovered from a sentence and is stored in a word-vector model. Then potential relations are extracted from this word group;
- Semantic graph identification: Determine whether the two words have been annotated by relations in the knowledge base. If yes, find all relations and
compute their probabilities of occurrence in the knowledge base. If no, predict the relation by using mapping information from the words to concepts and the hierarchical structure of the ontology and compute probabilities of occurrence of the predicted relations in the knowledge base;

- Keyword-based semantic graph search: after the above steps, users can search their graphs of interest from the extracted graphs by using keywords;
- Selectable knowledge base enrichment: the existing knowledge base can be enriched by the extracted knowledge which is approved by the user;

**Fig. 1** The architecture consists of the user interface and the kernel graph extraction algorithm.

2.1 Traditional Chinese Medicine Language System (TCMLs)

The TCMLs is defined using RDF [9], which has an ontology schema of 127 concepts and 56 relations, and a knowledge base of 153,692 words and 304,114 relations. It provides three types of knowledge for the kernel algorithm:

- Mappings from words to ontological concepts that are used to predict relations;
- Aliases of words, such as “general” is an alias of “rheum officinal”, which can be used to help extract domain-specific words in the step of text processing and predict relations in the step of graph identification;
- Semantic relations that have been semantically annotated between words in the knowledge base, which helps the graph identification.

2.2 Text Processing

A sentence is the basic processing unit in this step. As is shown in Fig. 1, a document is firstly split into sentences by scanning and splitting it into sentences if encountering a period separator. TCMLs is used to segment words from a sentence. A vector model in Definition 2.1 is used to store extracted words and their position-sequence information.
Definition 2.1 A vector-space model $V_s = (W_1, W_2, \ldots, W_n)$ stores sequenced words that are extracted from a sentence $S$, where $W_i$ is the $i_{th}$ valid words extracted from $S$.

2.3 Semantic Graph Extraction

After the text is processed, a vector storing sequenced words extracted from a sentence is obtained. This step is to discover the frequent-word group and to extract semantic graphs. The association rule mining method [10] is used to discover the frequent-word group. It assumes that words that always co-occur are interrelated. As is shown in Fig.2, a frequent-word group $[f_i, f_{i+1}, \ldots, f_j]$ is discovered from the vector $[w_1, \ldots, w_n]$ in which words $f_i, f_{i+1}, \ldots, f_j$ are at most $K$ words spacing. The relative positions of two words in the frequent-word group probably determine whether a relation between them exists or not. This method assumes that the probability of the existence of a relation is higher if the positions of the two words are closer. Two interrelated words are assumed to have at most $M$ words spacing in the frequent-word group. A new vector in Definition 2.2 is proposed to store the relative positions of words.

Definition 2.2 $VM_j = \{(r_{jk}, w_{jk}) \mid 0 < j < k \leq n\}$ is a vector of $V_j = (W_{i1}, \ldots, W_{in})$, where $r_{jk} = \frac{1}{k-j}$ ($k \geq j$) is the relative position distance between $W_{ij}$ and $W_{ik}$.

Fig. 2 Extracting graphs from the word vectors. Fig. 3 an annotated relation between $W_z$ and $W'_z$.

2.4 Semantic Graph Identification

A frequent-word group is discovered from a sentence. The semantic graph representing this sentence is composed of words as nodes and relations between words as edges. The crucial step of identifying a graph is to identify its relations. The relations differentiate into two types: the annotated relation and the never-annotated relation. The relation is an annotated relation in two situations: the two words or their aliases have been annotated by at least one relation in the knowledge base. Fig. 3 shows an example.

The candidates of an annotated relation are relations between the two words or their
alias words in the knowledge base. Fig. 4 (a) shows an example of an annotated relation, where relations between words T1 and T2 in the knowledge base are denoted as $S = \{R_1, \ldots, R_n\}$. The identification step is to find relations ($R_i \in S$) having higher probabilities of occurrence. The probability of $R_i$ over $S$ is defined in Definition 2.3.

**Definition 2.3** The occurrence probability of $R_i$ is 
$$P(R_i) = \frac{\text{num}(i, R, i)}{\sum_{i', i''} \text{num}(i', R, i'')},$$
where $i_1, i_2$ are or aliases of T1 and T2, $S$ is the set of relations between T1 and T2.

To identify a never-annotated relation one uses the ontological schema as the mediation layer between the extracted words and the knowledge base. The procedure of identification comprises five steps: (1) find concepts ($C_1, C_2$) to which extracted words are mapped; (2) find words also mapped to $C_1, C_2$; (3) find relations annotating the pair of words, one of which is mapped to $C_1$ and another is mapped to $C_2$; (4) if there are no other words mapped to $C_1, C_2$, find concepts to which $C_1, C_2$ are connected to by ‘rdf:subClass’ in the ontology and go back to step 2 again taking the concepts as $C_1, C_2$; (5) compute the probability of occurrence in Definition 2.4 of every relation candidate. In the example of Fig. 4 (b) there are words mapped to $C_1, C_2$, while in Fig. 4 (c) no words are mapped to $C_1, C_2$ directly.

**Definition 2.4** For two words T1, T2 the probability of occurrence of a relation $R_i$ is 
$$P(R_i) = \frac{\text{num}(i, R, i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{||S_{C_1}||} \text{num}(i, R, i)},$$
where $T1, T2$ are mapped to concepts $C_1, C_2$, $S_{C_1}, S_{C_2}$ contain all words mapped to $C_1$ and $C_2$, $R_{i_1, i_2}$ contains all relations between $i_1$ and $i_2$, $\text{num}(i, R, i)$ is the number of $R_i$ in $R_{i_1, i_2}$.

A semantic graph is an item of the Cartesian product of all sets of relations between the pairs of extracted words. Fig. 5 shows an example. In this example the relation between W2 and W1 is found to be the type of annotated relation and three relations (R1,
R2, R3) are found in the knowledge base that are annotated between W2 and W1. The relation between W3 and W2 is of the type of never-annotated relation. Three relations (R7, R5, R6) are predicted. There are 3*3=9 possible graphs constructed by the extracted relations. The probability of a graph is defined as the product of its relations. The graph constructed by R2 and R5 has the highest probability, computed as 0.32*0.432.

2.5 Keyword-based Semantic Graph Search and Selectable Knowledge Enrichment

The semantic graph search allows users easily browse the extracted semantic graphs. The keyword-based search is a simple and efficient way to help users find their interested knowledge. It supports searching graphs that contain nodes the labels of which are matched to the keywords. The selectable knowledge enrichment allows users to select their knowledge of interest from extracted graphs to enrich the knowledge base. The users firstly search their graphs of interest from the extracted graphs by using the keyword-based search and select their approved graphs from the results to enrich the knowledge base.

3. Implementation & Evaluation

sGRAPH was developed using JAVA with a friendly user interface shown in Fig.7. In the frequent-word group discovery algorithm, the parameter K is assigned to 1 and M is assigned to 0. It provides a user interface that interacts with users, and especially it provides users with four functionalities: (1) allow users to select publications to be processed and list them; (2) semantic graph auto extraction from the listed textual files the statistical results of which is demonstrated through the user interface to users; (3) keyword-based knowledge search that allows users to browse all extracted graphs; (4) enriching the existing knowledge base using selected and approved knowledge by users.

To evaluate the performance of the sGRAPH system, 2000 TCM publications were batch processed to extract semantic graphs (knowledge). The experiments produced a total of 7038 relations that consist of 260 annotated relations and 6778 never-annotated relations. In particular these 6778 predicted never-annotated relations were a good complement to the existing knowledge base in TCMLs. Fig.6 shows an example of an
extracted graph from the frequent word group (['意志' (will), '情绪' (mood), '行为' (behavior)]). Two pairs of interrelated words (['will', 'mood'], ['mood', 'behavior']) were extracted. The relation between ‘will’ and ‘mood’, and the relation between ‘mood’ and ‘behavior’ are both of the type of never-annotated relation. In the figure they are drawn by dashed lines that are associated with their predicted probabilities as the weights.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper a domain ontology-driven semantic graph auto extraction system named sGRAPH is presented and implemented for discovering knowledge from publications in TCM. The system consists of a user-friendly interface and the semantic graph extraction kernel algorithm. Particularly, by using the TCMLs as the domain ontology, this system does not support extracting relations that have already be annotated in the knowledge base. It does support predicting relations between words that have never been annotated. The predictions are a good complement to the knowledge base. Furthermore sGRAPH provides a user-friendly interface for users to search over the extracted knowledge and to add selected knowledge to enrich the knowledge base. More work is needed to optimize the performance of processing large scales of publications. Map-Reduce [11] and Hadoop [12] can be used to leverage the parallel computing on the knowledge discovery from large scales of textual publications in TCM to improve the time performance.
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